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OBJECTIVE: Despite significant efforts and cost, quality metrics do not consistently influence practice. While research has
focused on improving data through statistical risk-adjustment,
whether clinicians understand these data is unknown. Therefore, we assessed clinician comprehension of central line-associated blood stream infection (CLABSI) quality metric data.
DESIGN: Cross-sectional survey with an 11-item test of CLABSI
data comprehension. Each question assessed 1 of 3 concepts
concerning CLABSI understanding: basic numeracy, risk-adjustment numeracy, and risk-adjustment interpretation. Hypothetical data were used and presented in a validated format.
PARTICIPANTS: Clinicians were recruited from 6 nations
via Twitter to take an online survey. Clinician eligibility was
confirmed by assessing responses to a question regarding
CLABSI.
MAIN MEASURES: The primary outcome was percent correct of attempted questions pertaining to the presented
CLABSI data.

Central line-associated bloodstream infections (CLABSIs)
are common and serious occurrences across healthcare systems, with an attributable mortality of 12% to 25%.1,2 Given this burden,3–5 CLABSI is a focus for both high-profile
public reporting and quality improvement interventions.
An integral component of such interventions is audit and
feedback via quality metrics. These measures are intended
to allow decision makers to assess their own performance
and appropriately allocate resources. Quality metrics present a substantial cost to health systems, with an estimated $15.4 billion dollars spent annually simply for reporting.6 Despite this toll, “audit and feedback” interventions
have proven to be variably successful.7–9 The mechanisms
that limit the effectiveness of these interventions remain
poorly understood.
One plausible explanation for limited efficacy of quality
metrics is inadequate clinician numeracy—that is, “the ability to understand the quantitative aspects of clinical medi*Address for correspondence and reprint requests: Sushant Govindan, MD,
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RESULTS: Ninety-seven clinicians answered at least 1 item,
providing 939 responses; 72 answered all 11 items. The
mean percentage of correct answers was 61% (95% confidence interval [CI], 57%-65%). Overall, doctor performance
was better than performance by nurses and other respondents (68% [95% CI, 63%-73%] vs. 57% [95% CI, 52%62%], P = 0.003). In basic numeracy, mean percent correct
was 82% (95% CI, 77%-87%). For risk-adjustment numeracy, the mean percent correct was 70% (95% CI, 64%-76%).
Risk-adjustment interpretation had the lowest average percent correct, 43% (95% CI, 37%-49%). All pairwise differences between concepts were statistically significant at
P <0.05.
CONCLUSIONS: CLABSI quality metric comprehension appears low and varies substantially among clinicians. These
findings may contribute to the limited impact of quality metric reporting programs, and further research is needed. Journal of Hospital Medicine 2017;12:18-22. © 2017 Society of
Hospital Medicine

cine, original research, quality improvement, and financial
matters.”10 Indeed, clinicians are not consistently able to interpret probabilities and or clinical test characteristics. For
example, Wegwarth et al. identified shortcomings in physician application of lead-time bias toward cancer screening.11 Additionally, studies have demonstrated systematic
misinterpretations of probabilistic information in clinical
settings, along with misconceptions regarding the impact of
prevalence on post-test probabilities.12,13 Effective interpretation of rates may be a key—if unstated—requirement of
many CLABSI quality improvement efforts.14–19 Our broader
hypothesis is that clinicians who can more accurately interpret quality data, even if only from their own institution, are
more likely to act on it appropriately and persistently than
those who feel they must depend on a preprocessed interpretation of that same data by some other expert.
Therefore, we designed a survey to assess the numeracy
of clinicians on CLABSI data presented in a prototypical
feedback report. We studied 3 domains of comprehension:
(1) basic numeracy: numerical tasks related to simple data;
(2) risk-adjustment numeracy: numerical tasks related to
risk-adjusted data; and (3) risk-adjustment interpretation:
inferential tasks concerning risk-adjusted data. We hypothesized that clinician performance would vary substantially across domains, with the poorest performance in riskadjusted data.
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METHODS
We conducted a cross-sectional survey of clinician numeracy regarding CLABSI feedback data. Respondents were also
asked to provide demographic information and opinions regarding the reliability of quality metric data. Survey recruitment occurred on Twitter, a novel approach that leveraged
social media to facilitate rapid recruitment of participants.
The study instrument was administered using a web survey
with randomized question order to preclude any possibility
of order effects between questions. The study was deemed
Institutional Review Board exempt by the University of
Michigan: protocol HUM00106696.
Data Presentation Method

To determine the optimal mode of presenting data, we reviewed the literature on quality metric numeracy and presentation methods. Additionally, we evaluated quality metric presentation methods used by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services (CMS), and a tertiary academic medical
center. After assessing the available literature and options,
we adapted a CLABSI data presentation array from a study
that had qualitatively validated the format using physician
feedback (Appendix).20 We used hypothetical CLABSI data
for our survey.
Survey Development

We developed a survey that included an 11-item test regarding CLABSI numeracy and data interpretation. Additional questions related to quality metric reliability and
demographic information were included. No preexisting
assessment tools existed for our areas of interest. Therefore,
we developed a novel instrument using a broad, exploratory
approach as others have employed.21
First, we defined 3 conceptual categories related to CLABSI data. Within this conceptual framework, an iterative process of development and revision was used to assemble a
question bank from which the survey would be constructed.
A series of think-aloud sessions were held to evaluate each
prompt for precision, clarity, and accuracy in assessing the
conceptual categories. Correct and incorrect answers were
defined based on literature review in conjunction with input
from methodological and content experts (TJI and VC) (see
Appendix for answer explanations).
Within the conceptual categories related to CLABSI
risk-adjustment, a key measure is the standardized infection
ratio (SIR). This value is defined as the ratio of observed
number of CLABSI over the expected number of CLABSIs.22 This is the primary measure to stratify hospital performance, and it was used in our assessment of risk-adjustment
comprehension. In total, 54 question prompts were developed and subsequently narrowed to 11 study questions for
the initial survey.
The instrument was then pretested in a cohort of 8 hospitalists and intensivists to ensure appropriate comprehension,
retrieval, and judgment processes.23 Questions were revised
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based on feedback from this cognitive testing to constitute
the final instrument. During the survey, the data table was
reshown on each page directly above each question and so
was always on the same screen for the respondents.
Survey Sample

We innovated by using Twitter as an online platform for recruiting participants; we used Survey Monkey to host the
electronic instrument. Two authors (TJI, VC) systematically
sent out solicitation tweets to their followers. These tweets
clearly indicated that the recruitment was for the purpose
of a research study, and participants would receive no financial reward/incentive (Appendix). A link to the survey was
provided in each tweet, and the period of recruitment was
30 days. To ensure respondents were clinicians, they needed
to first answer a screening question recognizing that central
lines were placed in the subclavian site but not the aorta,
iliac, or radial sites.
To prevent systematic or anchoring biases, the order of
questions was electronically randomized for each respondent. The primary outcome was the percentage correct of
attempted questions.
Statistical Analysis

Descriptive statistics were calculated for all demographic
variables. The primary outcome was evaluated as a dichotomous variable for each question (correct vs. incorrect response), and as a continuous variable when assessing mean
percent correct on the overall survey. Demographic and
conceptual associations were assessed via t-tests, chi-square,
or Fisher exact tests. Point biserial correlations were calculated to assess for associations between response to a single
question and overall performance on the survey.
TABLE 1. Respondent Demographics
No., n = 97a (%)
Country

United States: 68 (85)
Other: 12 (15)

Profession

Doctor: 39 (48)
Nurse: 31 (39)
Other: 11 (13)

Specialty (Doctor)

Internal medicine, pulmonary and critical care: 23 (59)
Internal medicine, general medicine/hospitalist medicine: 8 (20)
Otherb: 8 (21)

Seen hospitalized patients
in past 12 months

Yes: 77 (96)
No: 3 (4)

Years of experience

In training: 7 (9)
1-5: 15 (19)
6-10: 24 (30)
11-20: 20 (25)
21-30: 10 (13)
31-40: 3 (4)

Member of a hospital quality
committee

Yes: 31 (39)
No: 49 (61)

Not all demographic questions were answered by every respondent.
Other professions (n): physiotherapist (3), occupational therapist (1), nurse practitioner (2), physician assistant (1),
infection preventionist (1), researcher (1), quality improvement professional (1), medical technologist (1).
a

b
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To evaluate the association between various respondent
characteristics and responses, logistic regression analyses
were performed. An ANOVA was performed to assess the
association between self-reported reliability of quality metric
data and the overall performance on attempted items. Analyses were conducted using STATA MP 14.0 (College Station, TX); P <0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
A total of 97 respondents attempted at least 1 question on
the survey, and 72 respondents attempted all 11 questions,

yielding 939 unique responses for analysis. Seventy respondents (87%) identified as doctors or nurses, and 44 (55%)
reported having 6 to 20 years of experience; the survey cohort also came from 6 nations (Table 1). All respondents
answered the CLABSI knowledge filter question correctly.
Primary Outcome

The mean percent correct of attempted questions was 61%
(standard deviation 21%, interquartile range 50%-75%) (Figure 1). Of those who answered all 11 CLABSI questions, the
mean percent correct was 63% (95% CI, 59%-67%). Some
questions were answered correctly more often than others—
ranging from 17% to 95% (Table 2). Doctors answered 68%
of questions correctly (95% CI, 63%-73%), while nurses and
other respondents answered 57% of questions correctly (95%
CI, 52%-62%) (P = 0.003). Other demographic variables—
including self-reported involvement in a quality improvement committee and being from the United States versus
elsewhere—were not associated with survey performance.
The point biserial correlations for each individual question
with overall performance were all more than 0.2 (range 0.24–
0.62) and all statistically significant at P < 0.05.
Concept-Specific Performance

FIG. 1. Percent correct of attempted questions

TABLE 2. CLABSI Numeracy and Interpretation Assessment
Question

Cohort Percent Correct

Basic Numeracy
Which hospital uses the most central lines?

90%

Which hospital has the lowest CLABSI rate?

80%

If hospital A doubled its central-line use but other practice
patterns remained the same, how many actual infections would
hospital A expect to have?

79%

If hospital G’s number of actual infections doubled, what would its
CLABSI rate be?

77%

Risk-Adjustment Numeracy
Which is better: a higher or lower SIR?

95%

If hospital B had its number of projected infections halved,
what is its SIR?

46%

Risk-Adjustment Interpretation
T he presence of a gastrostomy (g) tube is a risk factor for CLABSI.
If this variable is not accounted for in CLABSI reporting, how
would this impact the interpretation of the number of infections
projected by national experience?

75%

Which hospital is most effective at preventing CLABSI?

51%

S uppose hospitals A and H have the exact same CLABSI prevention
practices. Which hospital will have the higher number of CLABSI?

34%

 hich hospital’s patients are the most predisposed to developing
W
CLABSI?

32%

S uppose hospital A begins using a central line with an antibiotic
coating that halves infections. What would hospital A’s number of
projected infections be?

17%

NOTE: All surveys had a randomized order of questions, and the data table was shown directly above each question.
Abbreviations: CLABSI, central line-associated blood stream infection; SIR, standardized infection ratio.
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Average percent correct declined across categories as numeracy requirements increased (P < 0.05 for all pairwise comparisons). In the area of basic numeracy, respondents’ mean percent correct was 82% (95% CI, 77%-87%) of attempted. This
category had 4 questions, with a performance range of 77% to
90%. For example, on the question, “Which hospital has the
lowest CLABSI rate?”, 80% of respondents answered correctly. For risk-adjustment numeracy, the mean percent correct
was 70% (95% CI, 64%-76%); 2 items assessed this category.
For “Which is better: a higher or lower SIR?”, 95% of the
cohort answered correctly. However, on “If hospital B had its
number of projected infection halved, what is its SIR?”, only
46% of those who attempted the question answered correctly.
Questions featuring risk-adjustment interpretation had an
average percent correct of 43% (95% CI, 37%-49%). Five
questions made up this category, with a percent correct range
of 17% to 75%. For example, on the question, “Which hospital’s patients are the most predisposed to developing CLABSI?”, only 32% of respondents answered this correctly. In
contrast, for the question “Which hospital is most effective
at preventing CLABSI?”, 51% answered correctly. Figure 2
illustrates the cohort’s performance on each conceptual category while Table 2 displays question-by-question results.
Opinions Regarding CLABSI Data Reliability

Respondents were also asked about their opinion regarding
the reliability of CLABSI quality metric data. Forty-three
percent of respondents stated that such data were reliable at
best 50% of the time. Notably, 10% of respondents indicated
that CLABSI quality metric data were rarely or never reliable. There was no association between perceived reliability
of quality metric data and survey performance (P = 0.87).
Journal of Hospital Medicine
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DISCUSSION
This Twitter-based study found wide variation in clinician
interpretation of CLABSI quality data, with low overall performance. In particular, comprehension and interpretation
of risk-adjusted data were substantially worse than unadjusted data. Although doctors performed somewhat better than
nurses and other respondents, those involved in quality improvement initiatives performed no better than respondents
who were not. Collectively, these findings suggest clinicians
may not reliably comprehend quality metric data, potentially affecting their ability to utilize audit and feedback data.
These results may have important implications for policy
efforts that seek to leverage quality metric data to improve
patient safety.
An integral component of many contemporary quality improvement initiatives is audit and feedback through metrics.6
Unfortunately, formal audit and feedback, along with other
similar methods that benchmark data, have not consistently
improved outcomes.24–27 A recent meta-analysis noted that
audit and feedback interventions are not becoming more efficacious over time; the study further asserted that “new trials have provided little new knowledge regarding key effect
modifiers.”9 Our findings suggest that numeracy and comprehension of quality metrics may be important candidate
effect modifiers not previously considered. Simply put: we
hypothesize that without intrinsic comprehension of data,
impetus or insight to change practice might be diminished.
In other words, clinicians may be more apt to act on insights
they themselves derive from the data than when they are
simply told what the data “mean.”
The present study further demonstrates that clinicians
do not understand risk-adjusted data as well as raw data.
Risk-adjustment has long been recognized as necessary to
compare outcomes among hospitals.28,29 However, risk-adjustment is complex and, by its nature, difficult to understand. Although efforts have focused on improving the
statistical reliability of quality metrics, this may represent
but one half of the equation. Numeracy and interpretation
of the data by decision makers are potentially equally important to effecting change. Because clinicians seem to have

FIG. 2. Performance by conceptual category
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difficulty understanding risk-adjusted data, this deficit may
be of growing importance as our risk-adjustment techniques
become more sophisticated.
We note that clinicians expressed concerns regarding the
reliability of quality metric feedback. These findings corroborate recent research that has reported reservations from
hospital leaders concerning quality data.30,31 However, as
shown in the context of patients and healthcare decisions,
the aversion associated with quality metrics may be related
to incomplete understanding of the data.32 Whether perceptions of unreliability drive lack of understanding or, conversely, whether lack of understanding fuels perceived unreliability is an important question that requires further study.
This study has several strengths. First, we used rigorous
survey development techniques to evaluate the understudied issue of quality metric numeracy. Second, our sample size
was sufficient to show statistically significant differences in
numeracy and comprehension of CLABSI quality metric
data. Third, we leveraged social media to rapidly acquire this
sample. Finally, our results provided new insights that may
have important implications in the area of quality metrics.
There were also limitations to our study. First, the Twitter-derived sample precludes the calculation of a response
rate and may not be representative of individuals engaged in
CLABSI prevention. However, respondents were solicited
from the Twitter-followers of 2 health services researchers
(TJI, VC) who are actively engaged in scholarly activities
pertaining to critically ill patients and hospital-acquired
complications. Thus, our sample likely represents a highly
motivated subset that engages in these topics on a regular
basis—potentially making them more numerate than average clinicians. Second, we did not ask whether the respondents had previously seen CLABSI data specifically, so we
cannot stratify by exposure to such data. Third, this study
assessed only CLABSI quality metric data; generalizations
regarding numeracy with other metrics should be made with
caution. However, as many such data are presented in similar formats, we suspect our findings are applicable to similar
audit-and-feedback initiatives.
The findings of this study serve as a stimulus for further inquiry. Research of this nature needs to be carried out in samples drawn from specific, policy-relevant populations (eg,
infection control practitioners, bedside nurses, intensive
care unit directors). Such studies should include longitudinal assessments of numeracy that attempt to mechanistically
examine its impact on CLABSI prevention efforts and outcomes. The latter is an important issue as the link between
numeracy and behavioral response, while plausible, cannot
be assumed, particularly given the complexity of issues related to behavioral modification.33 Additionally, whether
alternate presentations of quality data affect numeracy, interpretation, and performance is worthy of further testing;
indeed, this has been shown to be the case in other forms
of communication.34–37 Until data from larger samples are
available, it may be prudent for quality improvement leaders to assess the comprehension of local clinicians regarding
Journal of Hospital Medicine
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feedback and whether lack of adequate comprehension is a
barrier to deploying quality improvement interventions.
Quality measurement is a cornerstone of patient safety as
it seeks to assess and improve the care delivered at the bedside. Rigorous metric development is important; however,
ensuring that decision makers understand complex quality
metrics may be equally fundamental. Given the cost of examining quality, elucidating the mechanisms of numeracy
and interpretation as decision makers engage with quality
metric data is necessary, along with whether improved comprehension leads to behavior change. Such inquiry may provide an evidence-base to shape alterations in quality metric
deployment that will ensure maximal efficacy in driving
practice change.
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